Remembrance
By James McGuire
9/11/11

I attended a memorial ceremony today where many gathered to honor those
emergency responders who lost their lives by placing themselves in harm’s way.
As with lives lost in the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, lives lost on September 11,
2001 were a result of a deliberate attack. History notes that Japan attempted to
follow the rules of war by trying to give notice. Rules of war are similar to the
rules of law: violate a rule and a price will be paid. The world knows the price
Japan paid for failing to abide by the rules of war. Japan’s Admiral Yamamota
knew the attack on the American people would awaken a sleeping giant. Those
who physically executed the attack against the Twin Towers are dead and the
world knows the price they paid. For those who masterminded the attacks, history
will one day tell the story of the price the evil masterminds paid. Let’s not forget,
America is not alone in this fight against evil; all countries of the world have a
vested interest in peace. Regardless, America will lead the battle to the attackers’
front door. Hopefully, few in the future will be required to pay the ultimate price
for fighting evil, and if such price is paid, as with those who lost their lives on
9/11, they should not be forgotten. (United Airlines Flight 93)

War
“The attempt to establish or maintain domination and to avoid equality” 1
Where there is war, it’s not difficult to recognize destruction where bombs are
dropped and buildings fall; destruction is obvious. The attack on Pearl Harbor
required planning; current day attacks against targets located in cities across the
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planet also require planning. The author will attempt to explain the complexity of
planning that enshrines today’s financial fiasco in comparison to Pearl Harbor and
the 9/11 attacks using a scale rating of 1 to 10:

Pearl Harbor - 5 9/11 Attacks - 5 2011 Financial Fiasco - 10+

We need not travel further in the past beyond 1933 to partially explain today’s
current financial crisis environment. In part, to facilitate the 1933 fraud in to the
future, the United States of America was forced into removing itself from the gold
standard. As the author noted in an article titled “July 2011”2, there was and still
exists insufficient gold to have allowed America to remain on the gold standard
and allow for exponential increase of net worth. 1933 pencil entries upon paper
tangible ledgers have today been replaced by intangible binary data on multiple
computer systems. Additionally, controlled laws were needed to be passed to
enable the fraud to perpetuate. One such law, Section 16 A of the 1933 Securities
Act (Swap Agreements) prohibited the Securities and Exchange Commission from
writing rules that would allow exposing any fraud in the swap market and this law
remains in force and codified. In other words, the SEC is prohibited from exposing
fraud in the swap agreements market which has become a ferris wheel fraudarama.
In 2011, the monetary value of Intangible Swap Agreements, which is supposed to
be only a hedge against losses incurred by a Tangible, exceeded the value of the
hedged tangible by an increased ratio.

An alarming factor is how a number of states have been writing new laws and
rewriting past laws to confirm with what the financial institutions require to
perpetuate their process into the future, an example from Texas Property Code is:
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(1)A"Book entry system" means a national book entry system for registering
a beneficial interest in a security instrument that acts as a nominee for the
grantee, beneficiary, owner, or holder of the security instrument and its
successors and assigns.
I am friends with numerous current and past federal and state law enforcement
personnel who are all of sound mind and law abiding citizens. One questioned
asked of them, “Why the judiciary grant orders detrimental to humanity knowing
there has been a failure to comply with law?”

The answer to the last question is the easiest of all questions to answer.
First, Ellen Brown’s money/war3 article adds an emphasis to this writing.

Gizmo #1: Laws were planned decades ago and codified into law.

Gizmo #2: Where laws did not provide the wanted governance, legal slippery
was used to establish case law.

Gizmo #3: The powers, elite, aristocrat, etc., convinced lawmakers that
advertising money was sufficient to somewhat guarantee re-election.

Gizmo #4: A chain of laws from the highest court to the lowest court was
developed over the decades.
1. If the constable does not execute an order from the lowest
court to evict a family, the constable himself maybe on the
list to evict in future months, he has become dependent upon
his paycheck to provide for his own family.
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Gizmo #5: The powers, elite, aristocrat, etc., using the ruse of law have achieved
claimed book entry value that exceeds collectability.

Gizmo #6: The powers, elite, aristocrat, etc., who may be in probable control of
the European Central Bank have placed demands upon governments
to meet monetary requirements in detriment to humanity suggesting
that the powers, elite, aristocrat, etc. are operating in crisis mode for
fear of losing power and control.

Gizmo #7: The powers, elite, aristocrat, etc., have failed to realize that as
humanity ages, wisdom increases.

You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the
time, but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time.
Abraham Lincoln, (attributed)
16th president of US (1809 - 1865)

Knock, Knock. Who’s there?
Gizmo
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